What is The Diamond Co-Creative System™ & Why It Works!
The Diamond Co-Creative System™ (the System) is a powerful and highly effective alchemical, sacred
geometric technology. It is an energetic and vibrational alignment, management and co-creative system
which accelerates awareness, connection, healing, transformation and manifestation with its various tools
and processes. The System is composed of Universal & Cosmic Energy Forms and Universal & Cosmic
Templates that are formed by sacred geometry and work within Universal Laws and spiritual principles.
The Energy Forms and Templates were created from the original seeds of Creation as an out-breath of
Divine Source which hold the vibrational pattern and sacred geometry of Love. The individual symbols
within each Energy Form hold information, codes, colors, frequencies and sounds on many multidimensional levels. The Energy Forms and Templates comprised of this sacred geometry are what we call
the tools of the System and are utilized within a multitude of processes and for many different purposes.
Sacred geometry bridges science and spirituality by bringing spirit and nature together in all life forms –
see more on page 5. The Energy Forms and Templates are ever fluid and changing energies as they incorporate
the geometry of Original Creation (pure nature form) and the spiritual consciousness of Divine Love. They
activate the human consciousness and personality/egoic Self to create a deeper sense and expansion of
connection, understanding, intuitive guidance and Divine Truth with one’s Soul’s Essence and with the
Universe. The System has Cosmic connections to Universal Love and Co-Creations, Universal Laws, structures
and other systems such as astrology, numerology, Feng Shui, the Kabbalah and the Chakra and Body systems.
What makes this System different from others is … it operates at core causal levels versus just symptomatic.
It helps one to go to the origination point of an issue, pattern, pain, etc. so it can be completed and healed
at the causal levels and shift the energetics from the past into new energetics for the present and your future.
The System then goes beyond the healing process and helps you to align and co-create the manifestations of
the new energetics which are vibrationally congruent with your Soul and your desires.
Each of the Energy Forms and Templates are holographic and multi-dimensional, even though we see them
as only 2-D on paper. They work together to bring forth the Divine Essence and fullest Diamond Potential
of an intention, vision and/or goal. The Diamond Potential is the alignment with your Soul’s Essence and
your Brilliance which taps into the Highest Order and Potential the Universe (God, Higher Power or whatever
you call Divine Source) has to offer you and helps you to co-create through your personality/egoic Self.
The System assists to create a vibrational energetic alignment with a person and their focus of an intention,
vision or goal. The System then works with the original Divine Intent, Truth and Essence of the person and
also of the intention, goal, vision, project, group, business, organization or environment (planetary, home

or otherwise) involved. The System helps you to connect with your Soul’s Essence so your personality/egoic
Self can operate within a Higher frequency and vibration and expanded consciousness.
This provides the pathways for you to co-create the ultimate expression of your True Self and Highest
Diamond Potential. Add in the sound vibration from the music of A Soul’s Journey and you have a powerful
collaboration which occurs with your Soul and the Universe. It opens the doorway to create the energetics
of healing, alignment and raising your vibrations to match the infinite possibilities and the MORE the
Universe has for you!
Remember, every thing and every one is energy. Each of us has our own unique energetic and vibrational
signature and Essence. Thus, a person, an intention, a project, group, business, organization or environment
all have their own unique Essence, vibrational signature and original Divine Intent and Truth. The System works
with the collective energies, thus creating an alignment for the Highest Order and greatest Potential for all.
The individual Energy Forms and Templates aid to accelerate healing, growth and expansion that is
empowered from the vibrations of Divine Love, Truth and Source. They accelerate and expand one to a
deeper level of exploration, discovery, connection, feeling and knowing. Within an individual, or within a
desire (intention), project, group, business or organization, they will assist to raise the energy level, vibration
and consciousness, many have not yet experienced. This System of Universal Energy Forms and Templates can
help individuals, projects, other systems, groups, businesses, organizations and environments to shift and
manifest a desired outcome that’s in alignment with Divine Order, and even much more than they envision.
All of the Energy Forms and Templates allow only Divine Love and Truth to occur. Anything out of vibrational
alignment with Divine Love, Truth and Integrity is recognized, acknowledged, accepted, released and
transformed. The System and its processes can be very easy, fun and exciting for you to invite in the changes
needed for your new chapters in life to become a reality. This also creates a new frontier for you. Or, it can be
a challenge or a struggle if you resist letting go of what no longer serves you or what’s not aligned with your
Highest Potential. It’s up to you whether it is a graceful and expansive process, or if it is stressful or painful
because you resist, try to control the process, or hold on to the need to know, to be right or to be validated.
The System is highly technical and has been utilized in ancient civilizations such as Lemuria and Atlantis.
It reached its highest technological state in Atlantis … until now … upgrades have occurred over the last
five years to assist in raising our vibrations and to enter into the Age of Aquarius. In the past, the Energy
Forms were called discs. It is strongly recommended you use the Energy Forms and Templates with your
Self or others, only as guided. Be conscious of how you utilize them and do not alter them in any fashion.
To do so, changes the energy and the Divine-cell consciousness they hold and the energetics they transmit.
They are powerful tools and are to be respected as such, but know they can not harm you in any way and
are protected, so you or they, cannot do harm unto others. However, they will stretch you beyond your
comfort zone, perceptions and current comprehension, but they will not give you more than you can handle.
You will receive only what you can perceive, assimilate, understand and contain in the present moment.
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The Universal & Cosmic Energy Forms
The Universal & Cosmic Energy Forms within the Diamond Co-Creative System™ are alchemical in nature and
formed through sacred geometry and the vibration of Love. They are holographic and co-create on multidimensional levels. They each hold different frequencies, codes, qualities, sound, language and purpose.
Each of them are composed of different sacred geometric symbols which give them their own unique
expression, qualities and properties. They assist you in their own way. The Energy Forms can be utilized
separately, or as a collective, to enhance meditation, healing, transformation, vibrational alignment and
the co-creative process of manifestation. The Energy Forms also work with different systems such as the
Chakra and Energy Body systems and even Feng Shui, astrology, numerology and the Kabbalah.
The music of A Soul’s Journey and Expand Your Soul’s Journey were composed so each Energy Form had
the opportunity to uniquely express its own vibrational signature and sound on its own track of music.
The Universal and/or Cosmic Energy Forms then come together as a collective with the composition of the
Universal Manifestation Template or the Cosmic Unification Template on its own track.
In addition, your Chakras have their own tone and musical resonance which assists them to optimally
operate within a vibration of Love when they are balanced and aligned with your Soul’s Essence.
Therefore, each track is composed within a different musical key which relates to the Chakra system.
The Universal Energy Forms work with each of the Chakras so they help to maximize the affect and
support of your Chakra system. They also assist you with each of your Energy Bodies i.e. physical,
emotional, mental, karmic/causal, spiritual or other Bodies.
There are layers of harmonics within the music because as you utilize the System, you are working and
co-creating on multi-dimensional levels … much more than the eye can see. You can use the specific track
for each Energy Form, or interchangeably with other Energy Forms, if you are guided to do so. There is no
‘right’ or ‘wrong’ way to utilize the music, or in fact, any part of the System. Plus just putting on the music
to listen to it for pure enjoyment will raise your spirit and vibrations. Or use it as background music when
you’re doing something else which will help keep you more focused, aligned and productive!
There are several ways to utilize the Universal & Cosmic Energy Forms and Templates with their music.
Most methods can be done in a meditative state or not. Here are some ideas:
 Gazing at one or more Energy Form(s) and breathing in and out through it or them
 Looking at an Energy Form, then close your eyes and see it in your mind’s eye to meditate with
 Laying one or more upon you in a meditation or healing
 Coloring one or more of them and being open to what is being revealed to you
 Listening to a track on A Soul’s Journey or Expand Your Soul’s Journey with its correlating Energy Form
 Displaying them throughout your home or office, or carrying them with you
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These methods help realign the energetics of the vibrations that you currently are holding to match the
vibrations of what you desire to create. Your energetics can be connected and vibrationally aligned with
your Soul’s Essence and your original Divine Blueprint, as well as other energetics, which might be skewed
due to your past, conditioning and programming that are expressed through your personality/egoic Self.
The out of alignment energetics with your Soul’s Essence and Highest Potential are created from the past
including wounds, trauma, pain, belief systems, thoughts, feelings, deeds and interpretations of your results
which generate energetic patterns. These energetic patterns can produce blocks or limitations affecting you,
your life, and the flow of energy and connection with your Soul’s Essence … your True Self.
Energetic patterns are created by your thoughts, feelings and beliefs formed by past experiences
(this lifetime or in other past lives), conditioning, programing, and even genetic and lineage encodings.
Your energetics and their patterns are held within your cellular memory, encodings, and your Chakras
and Energy Bodies which creates your vibrational output of energy. Or what we would call … what you’re
‘vibing out’ into the world to others and to the Universe.
They can cause physical illness or disease, emotional or mental issues, life situations and relationships which
no longer work for you or serve you to have in your life. To understand more about energetics, invest in the
Healing Present & Past Life Energetics Mp3 Downloads or CD which includes teachings and a guided healing
and past life regression meditation on http://CoCreateYourSuccess.com/success-tools/books-cds.
To change your vibrational frequencies to match the vibrations of your desires, the energetic patterns must
be realigned. Thus, if you have patterns such as, “I’m not lovable” or “I’m not worthy and deserving of good in
my life”, or even ones such as “I have to do it all my Self in order for it to be done right”, or “you can’t be both
spiritual and wealthy”, then this is what you’ll create. At a subconscious level, if you’re ‘vibing out’ these beliefs
and energetic patterns, the Universe will support you by delivering the people and situations to fulfill them.
Beliefs such as these are definitely NOT a vibrational match to create love and prosperity with ease and grace.
Or to allow others and the Universe to assist you in your life or purpose to co-create your desires. You probably
find your Self sabotaging relationships and life along the way, which makes it harder or more frustrating. This
creates more stress and the personality/egoic Self’s need to control or know what or how things will happen.
AND we don’t want to eliminate your personality/egoic Self because this part of you has gotten you this far.
It’s also the expression and projection of you out to the world. However, it’s important to energetically heal
and complete the past so you can connect to and operate from your Soul’s Essence. Your Soul’s vibration and
guidance can then be channeled through your personality/egoic Self and uplift you to a Higher consciousness.
We offer you two powerful opportunities to experience the System through the Reconnect With Your Soul
Essence: A Diamond Co-Creative System™ 28-Day Journey at http://CoCreateYourSuccess/28DayJourney which
include the Universal Energy Forms & Template or Expansion Within Your Soul’s Journey: A 10-Day Journey Into
Your MORE! with the Cosmic Energy Forms & Template at: http://cocreateyoursuccess.com/soulexpansion/!
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What is Sacred Geometry & Why Is It Important?
Sacred geometry is the vibrational energetic blueprint for all creation. It is the Language of Creation
and is based on the vibration of Love, which is also the harmonic configuration of your Soul. The sacred
geometry of all Creation is held within Metatron’s Cube with the Flower of Life and the Five Platonic Solids
as components of it. This creates energetic patterns formed from the vibration of Love. The Flower of Life is
the Language of Light, which is the primal language of the Universe, pure shape and proportion.
As an outbreath of Divine Source, you are a unique set of adamantine particles that created your original
Divine Blueprint of Love. An adamantine particle is the most minute form of energy. The adamantine
particle in its original state is comprised of the sacred geometry of the Flower of Life held within Metatron’s
Cube. However, adamantine particles retain all experiences and also your interpretation of the experiences.
These experiences in the adamantine particles are held within your cellular memory of your Soul. If you
have deemed an experience as positive, then your adamantine particle is aligned with Love and your
original Divine Blueprint. It can then be used to expand into the MORE available to you from the Universe.
You can build upon the experience and gain momentum from it.
But if you interpreted the experience in some way as negative, it becomes wired up as a negative vibration.
For example, love = pain, taking a risk = failure, doing what I love = sacrifice or not enough, being who I Truly
AM = rejection. These will skew the adamantine particle and create an out of alignment with Love. It now
retains the experience as a wound, pain, loss, abandonment, victim, etc. and resides in the vibration of fear
and survival, rather than love and thrival. It’s an incomplete energetic cycle that has formed a pattern which is
in disharmony with your True Self … your Soul’s Essence. It constricts and restricts versus flows and expands.
Physics and science have proven that when patterns gather and repeat, they reveal their interconnection
and form into physical matter. Thus, as you continue to repeat the pattern (this lifetime and others), it
affects all parts of your life, your relationships, your work, your health, your money, etc. The only way to
shift this is to interrupt the pattern by releasing and completing the past energetic cycle, and re-pattern it
as a new energetic. This is how the past, patterns, issues and paradigms can be resolved ONCE AND FOR ALL.
In addition, there is a void (space) even within our human cellular structure, which science now says is
where consciousness resides. Human cells can either be healthy (vibrant) or unhealthy (dense or dis-eased).
They can also be affected by our genetic and lineage encoding, where we may be predisposed to certain
diseases and ‘conditions’ on all levels … physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually, and even economically
and within our relationships, careers or business and purpose.
The good news is … because our origination is comprised of sacred geometry, the power of sacred geometry
can heal, balance and realign our human energy fields and vibrational patterns. This is why the technology of
The Diamond Co-Creative System™ which is based on sacred geometry and Universal Law, is so powerful
and effective in accelerating your awareness, healing, transformation, alignment and manifestations.
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